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Between the lines
           

Slow Down: Back to School Means Sharing the Road
School days bring congestion: Yellow school buses are picking up their children, kids on bikes are 
hurrying to get to school before the bell rings, and hurried parents are trying to drop their kids off 
before work.

It's never more important for drivers to slow down and pay attention than when kids are present – 
especially before and after school.

 Sharing the Road with School Buses
 If you're driving behind a bus, allow a greater following distance than if you were driving behind a 
car. It will give you more time to stop once the yellow lights start flashing. It is illegal in all 50 states to 
pass a school bus that is stopped to load or unload children.

 Never pass a bus from behind – or from either direction if you're on an undivided road – if it is 
stopped to load or unload children

 If the yellow or red lights are flashing and the stop arm is extended, traffic must stop
 The area 10 feet around a school bus is the most dangerous for children; stop far enough back 

to allow them space to safely enter and exit the bus
 Be alert; children often are unpredictable, and they tend to ignore hazards and take risks

Stay Alert, Arrive Unhurt!
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Between the lines
Million Mile Club-Congratulations Charles Mosely

Charles made NWT history on Oct. 4th 2016 being the 1st NWT driver to reach Two Million Safe 
Miles and receiving his 2nd Million Safe Miles Award. 

Charles received his first safe million award in 2009 and at that time, set his sights on 2 million. Goal 
Accomplished!  

Thank you Charles for your commitment to safety, compliance and continued support of NWT’s Core 
Value of Safety First! Congratulations on this incredible accomplishment! 

Baby Boy Sharp is due January 5th and NWT TX Planner Jason Sharp and his wife 
Lesley Ann are in search of baby names. His middle name will be John, ready set go……

Send all name suggestions to Jason.sharp@lpcorp.com
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A little DeQuincy lumber  
TK#4366 Clement Ardoin

The Name Game

mailto:Jason.sharp@lpcorp.com
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Between the lines

REMINDER- Communication is Key to Success! Please remember to communicate any load delays, 
breakdowns, time off request or any other information pertaining to dispatch as soon as possible so 
that we can help you continue on the road to success as well as maintain superior customer service.  

From The Bull Pen…..by Jamie Bosch    

Welcome Scott Ambler- NWT would like to welcome Scott to 
our Safety and Compliance Team.

Originally from the great state of Texas and a 12 year veteran of the US 
Air Force, Scott has been in the transportation industry since 1980.

Prior to coming to NWT, Scott was the Regional Transportation 
Manager for Nestle Water North America out of Red Boiling Springs, 

TN.
The only thing that out measures Scott’s love for fishing and swinging 

the golf clubs, is his beautiful family. 
Married for 28 yrs. to his lovely wife Susan, Scott and Susan have two 

sons Robert and Johan and two grandkids Rebecca and Logan.
Scott is excited and happy to be part of the NWT team and is available 

to help you with any of your compliance issues.
Scott can be reached at 615-986-6863 or 

by e-mail at scott.ambler@lpcorp.com
Please help us to welcome Scott to the NWT Team!

TK#4359
Arturo Gamez

TK#4378
Martin GamezIt’s

 a family affa
ir
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Between the lines
News From The Lakes…..by Jason 

Tesky    Fall has arrived here in Hayden Lake!
Cool brisk mornings, changing colors, the smell of fireplaces in the air, and pumpkin spice 

everywhere remind us that a new season is upon us.
Traffic has slowed but keep a watchful eye out for school buses and little ones running to 

and from, Stay Alert!

Another sign of changing times is that one of our own here in Hayden Lake is retiring.
Betty Bohn, who you all have come to know and love is retiring at the end of October.  She 

has devoted 37 tireless years to LP, with the last 9 being with NWT.
Her positive demeanor and can do attitude will be greatly missed.

Please join me in wishing her well as she moves on to her next season.

Don’t any of you worry though, we have hired Shannon Crawford to keep the team here complete.

Shannon Crawford is a native of Idaho and has lived in Hayden now for almost 10 years.  She 
started with Louisiana Pacific in 2007 working in the AP Department, then moving to the 

Corporate Card Division in 2008.  She is now looking forward to a new and exciting challenge with 
NWT. Shannon is married with two teenage boys and a young adult daughter, who has given her 

two wonderful grandsons.    Her spare time is spent kayaking, camping, kiking and reading.

Don’t hesitate to reach out to any of us if you have questions.

Joyce Spence – 208-762-1868; Jennifer Rowe – 208-762-1819;  

Shannon Crawford – 208-762-1859 Karleen Wiens – 208-762-1837;  

Judie Bluemer – 208-762-1857; Jason Tesky – 208-762-1858

Please ensure your paper work is complete and dropped in TripPak each and every 
Friday.  This is critical as we approach the holiday season and holiday schedules.   

This ensures you get paid each and every week.

Have a great safe Holiday season.
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TK#5106
Jonathan Rouse

TK#4384
Lee McHam

TK#5098
Dennis Smith

Just T
ruck ’n Around

Who Are You…..by Jamie 

Bosch    Originally from Opelika, Ala., Lewis Forest has been traveling life's highways as 
an Owner Operator for over 15 years. 

Contracting  with NWT 3 1/2 years ago, Lewis now lives in Virgilian, Va. 
with his lovely wife of 35 years, Darlene. 

Lewis and Darlene are the proud parents and grandparents to
 three children and six grandchildren.

 When not sitting behind the wheel, Lewis enjoys fishing, visiting flea markets and 
spending time with his grandchildren.

In regards to being a part of the NWT team, Lewis says, “With any company, you
 have to take the bad with the good. But overall it isa great company to work for. 

I feel like with NWT, you are more than just a driver. 
I have always been treated fairly with NWT.”

Thank you Lewis for your service and dedication to NWT.
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Between the lines

                                                                                     

A Message From Vince
As we approach the final stretch of 2016, I think to myself, where has this year gone and what 

have we done with it. To say this has been a challenging year with freight lanes shifting and rates 
staying essentially flat with very little increases is an understatement.

We’ve seen fuel prices drop to pre-2005 levels which is a wonderful thing but with that we have 
also felt the impact of decreased fuel surcharge rates which is tied directly to the appearance of 
decreased rates. 

You can rest assured that NWT contract rates with our core customers have not decreased. In 
fact, in some cases they have actually increased slightly throughout the year. The difference, is gross 
rates are less per load due to fuel surcharge.

As we approach the upcoming holiday season, I encourage everyone to be receptive to load 
offerings that might not be in your normal realm of operation and comfort zone in order to continue to 
produce revenue and stay profitable. We all know that freight typically slows down from Thanksgiving 
to mid-January but unfortunately truck payments and expenses keep on rolling in. Fortunately, NWT 
has a solid core customer base that helps us maintain some sort of steady freight flow even through the 
slower freight times. 

In my opinion, NWT currently has the best Operations and Customer Service team that I have 
had the privilege of working with during my 28 years of service with the company. Success of the 
Owner Operators and drivers at NWT truly motivates our entire operations team to be the best Owner 
Operator Flatbed Trucking Company in the industry and we will continue to strive for greater success 
as we to grow and evolve. 

Let us all continue to remain diligent and focused on safety and compliance while at the same 
time continuing to be profitable as we finish 2016. Big changes are ahead of us in 2017 as the trucking 
industry and NWT face some of the most challenging and exciting advances in technology and 
operation. As NWT prepares to be compliant with the biggest industry change in years with the 
electronic logs mandate, know that we are focused not only on maintaining compliance but with 
ensuring the continued success and profitability of NWT and our Owner Operators. 

As with any change or new products, apprehension and uncertainty follows, but you can rest 
assured that NWT is ready and views these changes as opportunities to become a better and safer 
owner operator trucking company than we are today. We ask that you all remain open minded and 
accepting of the changes to come.  

As I travel to all the mills and terminal over the next few months, I hope to be able to visit with 
all you and personally thank for your part in making NWT the company it is today. 
 
Thank You All and Happy Holidays,
Vince
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Between the lines
Making of a Super Hero! 

                                          Sometimes you just happen to be in the right place at the right time and that is exactly
                                     where NWT Chip Driver Cris Trejo TK#4324 was when he prevented another NWT      
                                     drivers truck from being stolen. 

                                    On the afternoon of Friday Sept. 30
th
, Cris was sitting in his truck finishing up some paperwork

 when he noticed a strange man inside of fellow Chip NWT Driver Polo Najera’s truck #4506. 

       Knowing that Polo was on vacation and his truck parked in its normal spot at the truck stop in Corrigan and 
shouldn’t be messed with, Cris jumped into action. 

       Standing 6’2” and weighing about 235 lbs., Cris didn’t hesitate to jerked the man out of the truck after hearing
his bogus story as to what he was doing and engage in a scuffle until police were called by truck stop attendants. 

       As the would be theif heard the sirens, he managed to get out of Cris’ clutches and ran off to a nearby getaway 
car but not before Cris got pictures of the vehicle and turned them over to the police. 

      The police were able to track down the would be truck thief and Cris became a super hero for the day much to 
Polo’s appreciation and happiness for Cris’ being at the right place at the right time and preventing his truck from 
being stolen.

                                           Way to Go Cris!

Mark’s Recruiting Corner

I want to say thank you for the opportunity to work with such a fine group of professionals.

You have all made my job fun and exciting.

I am looking forward to many more years of success for all of us at NWT.

As we enter the holiday season, please remember to let me know if I can help you in any way.

The holidays can be hard under any circumstances, being on the road can add additional challenges.

Again, let me know if I can help in any way.  Happy Holidays to each and every one of you.

Mark
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Between the lines

Congratulations Danny and Kim Greene
Married: Sept. 4, 2016 in Mosley, VA

The Flood of 2016
As prolonged rainfall pounded upon the southern part of Louisiana, 

catastrophic flooding submerged thousands of homes and business causing 
the worst natural disaster since Hurricane Sandy in 2012.

Many of NWT’s customers and drivers were affected as business closed and 
drivers were stuck unable to get through parts of Louisiana.

NWT O/O Robert Swallow was among those in the affected area. 
The below is a picture of Point Barre, La. taken on Monday. Aug 15th, 

three days into the flooding nightmare.
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Happy Birthday Shout Outs
October

Karleen Wiens – William Harding – Jake Kleinschmidt – Chuck Hammons – Dustin White – Judie Bluemer 
Betty Bohn – Stephen Barker – Santos Medrano – James Thorn – Eduardo Villafuerte – Jeffery Wheeler  

George Stroud – Raul Gonzales – Roy Rodriguez – Robert Brenner – Eric Smith – Cedrick Mapps  
Christopher Mariani – Dennis Bruss – Edwin Turner – Arturo Gamez – Anthony Carden

November
Ernest Harper – Clayton Everson – Joseph Russell – Lloyd George – George Hansen – Michael Blankenheim  

Jerry McKay – James Jordan – Richard Kaiser – Eddie Walden – Clemente Torres – Christopher Smith  
Roberto Ramirez – Mitch Ambrose – Reginald Anderson – Danny Marable – Mark Payne – Jose Borja 

Concepcion Chavarria – Brian Crews – Jeffrey Johnsrude Jr.
December

Matt Skinner - Dennis Smith – Pervy Tankesly – Anthony Smith – James Parker – Cris Trejo – Chris Brooks  
Andres Matos – John Thornton – Chris Gaston – Chris Hawley – Feliciano Escobar – Charles Colbert  

Marjorie Wheeler – Jason Gregory

19 Years Dave Jachimsk  12 Years Francisco Gonzales  11 Years Joyce Spencer
9 Years Jerry Kindley 7 Years Yoni Bonilla 6 Years Richard Kaiser 

5 Years Jesus Zuniga  4 Years- Curtis Marzahl – Ryan Smith – Santiago Azua – John Thornton
2 Years- Raul Tijerina – Jerry Hudson – Sandy Heath – Bobby Blecher – Brian Hoffpauir

Timothy Ryder – Jeffrey Johnsrude Jr. – Jerry McKay
1 Year- Billy Driver – Pervy Tankesly – Danny Marable – Ronald Ellison – Robert Swallow  

Anthony Paul – Miguel Ayala – Andres Matos – James Palmer – Joseph Russell – Robert Harris

“Zero Heroes” 
Q3 No DOT Roadside Inspection Violations 

Martin Gamez -  Mitch Ambrose – Daryl Demoor – Rogelio Rodriguez  
Chris Gaston – Craig Lockard – James Jordon –Curtis Marzahl – Clement Ardoin 

Chris Mariani – Kenneth Chalk – Orlando Caceres – George Madrano 
Ronald Hensley – Eugene Smith – Reginald Anderson – Bily Driver 

Filadelfo Aguilar  Chavarria Concepcion – Ernest Harper – Richard Blumfield
 Juan Jaimes – Chris Ashton  - Claude Fountain – Ryan Smith – Kenneth Wagner  

Edwin Turner  Michael Noble – Tristan Henry – Jason Fowler

NWT Q3 New Hires - Safety 1st
Harry McCollum – Bertram Parker – Charles McGowen Dennis Otwell 
Keith Patrick - Christopher Smith Everett Brinkley – Wilivaldo Sanchez  

Nicholas Boyd - Dennis Smith – Robert Creed – Brian Crews  
Sean Hill - Marco White – Anthony Smith

Happy Anniversary 
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Team Nashville

The Lakes Team….we think???
Wishing Everyone a 

Safe and 
Happy Holiday Season

Thank you for a Wonderful 
2016


